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Abst rac t - -The  purpose of this paper is to present some new sufficient criteria for the oscillation 
of all solutions of the second-order nonlinear differential equation 
(a(t)¢(x)x')' + q(t)f (x) = O, t > to > O, (*) 
where a E CZ([to, ¢~)) is a positive function, q 6 C([to, c~)) has no restriction on its sign, ~ E C(R), 
I 6 CI(R) are such that if(x) ~ 0 and kg(x) > 0, xf(x) > 0 for z ~ 0. These criteria are obtained by 
using a general class of the parameter functions in the averaging techniques and represent extension, 
as well as improvement of known oscillation criteria of several authors for the generalized Emden- 
Fowler equation. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- -Osc i l la t ion,  Nonlinear differential equation, Integral averages, Weighted functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerned with a class of nonl inear differential equat ions of the form 
(a(t)~(x)x')' + q(t)f(x) = O, t > to > O, (1) 
where a • C 1 ([to, c~), (0, oz)), q • C([t0, c~), R), • • C(R, R), f • C 1 (R, R), such that  ~(x)  > 0, 
xf (x)  > 0 for x # 0, and i f (z)  k O. 
Equat ion  (1) is said to be strongly subl inear if 
/o r ¢(u), f-s ¢(~) 
0< +7~ au' Jo- f (u )  du<c~'  fo ra l l¢>0,  (2) 
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and it is said to be strongly superlinear if
0 < -~ du, ~ f (u) du < c~, for all e > 0. (3) 
Under these circumstances, in general not every solution to the second-order nonlinear differential 
equation (1) is continuable throughout the entire half real axis. For this reason, we restrict our 
attention only to the nontrivial solutions of equation (1) that exist on some ray [r, oo), where 
r _> to may depend on a particular solution, such a solution is said to be oscillatory if it has 
arbitrarily large zeros, otherwise, it is said to be nonoscillatory. Equation (1) is called oscillatory 
if all continuable solutions are oscillatory. 
Here, we are interested in the oscillation of solutions of (1) when f satisfies either (2) or (3) 
which covers the prototype of equation (1) is the so-called Emden-Fowler equation 
x" + a(t) lxl'r sgnx = O, ~>0.  (4) 
Since many physical problems are modeled by second-order nonlinear differential equations, 
the oscillatory and nonoscillatory behaviour of solutions of such differential equations have been 
considerably investigated by many authors [1-5]. Probably, the most considered equation is 
Emden-Fowler equation (4), which attracted attention for the first time around the turn of the 
century, with earlier theories concerning aseous dynamics in astrophysics. This equation also 
appears in the study of fluid mechanics, relativistic mechanics, and nuclear physics. 
Some of the more important and useful criteria of oscillation of equation (4) involve the average 
behaviour of the integral of the alternating coefficient. These tests have been motivated by the 
classical averaging criterion of [6], which states that if q satisfies 
then the linear equation 
lim 1 /or fo ~ - t--oo t q(u) duds = oo, (5) 
liminf q(s) ds -- -M  > -co, M > 0, (10) 
$---+oo 
x" + q(t)x = 0 (6) 
is oscillatory. Hartman [7] improved this result by proving that condition (5) can be replaced by 
the following weaker condition: 
f f -oo < liminf 1- f t  q('r) dT ds < lim sup 1- f t  q(r) dr ds. (7) t oo t J to t~oo t J to  
Butler [8] proved that Wintner's theorem remains valid for the superlinear equation (4) with 
3' > 1. In the sublinear case with 0 < 7 < 1, condition (5) can he relaxed to 
t - - *oo  t q(T) dr ds : limsuplt--oo t (t - s)q(s) ds = oo, (8) 
(see [9]). On the other hand, WiUett [10] showed that (8) alone is not sufficient for the oscillation 
when 7 -> 1. 
Another extension of Wintner's theorem is due to Kamenev [11] who proved that linear equa- 
tion (6) is oscillatory if for some integer n > 1 
limsuP£T_.oo "1 '~ /o T (T - s)nq(s) ds = c~. (9) 
Wong [12] showed that (9) together the following condition: 
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is sufficient for the oscillation of (4) for all 3, > 0. It is obvious that Kamenev's condition (9) is 
weaker than the original Wintner criteria (5). 
Recently, Philos [13] introduced the concept of general means and obtained further extensions 
of the Kamenev type oscillation criterion (9) for equation (6). The subject of extending oscillation 
criteria for the linear equation to that of the (4) and more generally equation 
x" + q(t)f(x) = 0 (11) 
has been of considerable interest in the past 30 years. For example, Philos [14,15] and Onose [16] 
extended result of [17] to the superlinear equation (11). Philos and Purnaras [18,19] extended 
results of Wintner's and Hartman's criteria to equation (11). More recently, Wong [20] and Li 
and Agarwal [21] generalized their results to equation (11). Manojlovic [22,23] extended results 
of [18,21,24,25] to the more general equation (1). 
In this paper, we shall provide several new and explicit sufficient conditions for oscillation of all 
solutions of (1) which extends and improves the results of [18,20,24] by using averaging technique 
given for the first time by Philos [13]. In some certain cases, our criteria are weaker than those 
of [21,23]. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, we establish some oscillation criteria for equation (1) in both cases where (1) is 
either strongly sublinear or strongly superlinear. In each of these cases, an additional assumption 
on the function f and ~ will be imposed. Namely, in the sublinear case, suppose that 
( I x 
• . f ( )  f'(z) ) mm ~mf .~.-:ww~(x), " " ="  " c.>o , cx; > o, (12) 
where 
" ~(u) 
L+ -~ du, x>0,  
~(~) := r ~ ~(u) 
]0 _ f -~au, '  x < 0, 
while in the superlinear case suppose that 
where 




L -~du,  x>0,  
a(x) := -~ ~(~) (15) 
L du, x < O. 
f(~) 
Clearly, for ~(x) = 1, conditions (12) and (14) reduce to conditions given in [18,20]. 
Following [13], we consider a nonnegative kernel function H(t, s) defined on D = {(t, s) : t > 
s > to}. Denote D1 = {(t, s) : t > s >_ to} _C D. We shall assume that H(t, s) is sufficiently 
smooth in both variables t and s so that the following conditions are satisfied 
/¢ (t, t) = o, for t > to, (16) 
OH(t, s.___~) < O, for t > s > to, (17) 
Os - 
OH(t, s) 8=t 
Os =- O, for t > to, (18) 
__o a(s) > o, for t > s > to, (19) Os Os ] - 
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where 
limsupA(t,t_.~ s) ~=to < ~ '  (20) 
OH(t,s) 
£(t,s) : = H(°t:s), (21) 
0 ( inf himinf 
H(t,s) ] 
L < (22) 
(t, = o(1), for all > to, t (23) 
02H(t, s) 02H(t, s) 
= for all (t, s) E D, (24) OsOt OtOs ' 
)~(t, s) is nonincreasing in t, for all (t, s) E D1. (25) 
We begin with our first result, which is a simple generalization f Kamenev's oscillation crite- 
rion (9) for equation (1) in the sublineax case. 
THEOREM 1. Let f and • satisfy (12) such that ~(x) > O, xf(x) > 0 for x ~ 0 and f'(x) >__ O. 
Suppose that there exists a nonnegative kernel function H(t,s) on D satisfying (16)-(20) such 
that 
limt_..~sup H(t, to) H(t, s)q(s) ds = c~. (26) 
Then, the sub/ine~ equation (1) is oscilIatory. 
PROOF. Assume the contrary, then there exists a nonosciUatory solution x(t) of the sublinear 
equation (1) on [to, c~), such that x(t) ¢ 0 on [to, c~). Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that x(t) > 0 for all t _> to since the sign condition that xf(x) > 0 whenever x(t) -¢ 0 and in view 
of (12). Define z(t) = ~(x(t)). By equation (1), we find that 
a(t) f,(x(t)) z'2(t), t > to. (27) (a(t)z'(t))' ---- -q(t) ~ (x(t)) 
Because of a(t)f'(x(t))/q2(x(t)) >_ O, equation (27) implies that z(t) satisfies the simple second- 
order differential inequality 
(a(t)z'(t))' + q(t) <_ O. (28) 
Multiplying (28) through by H(t, s) and integrating from to to t, we obtain 
H(t, s) (a(s)z'(s))' ds + H(t, s)q(s) ds < O. (29) 
Now, applying integration by parts to the first integral twice, using (16)-(18), we find 
~i 8~tO H(t, s) (a(s)z'(s))' ds = -g( t ,  to)a(to)z'(to) +a(to)z(to) OH(t, s) 0s (30) 
+ ftl z(s) O (a(s) OI-I(o--ts'S) ) ds. 
Substituting (30) into (29), using (19) and dividing through by H(t, to), we arrive that 
H(t, to) H(t, s)q(s) ds <_ a(to)z'(to) + a(to)~ (x(to)) A(t, to). (31) 
Thus, according to condition (20), we conclude that 
1 t 
l imsup~ f H(t, s)q(s) ds < 0% (32) 
t--*oa 1~1~t, O) Jto 
which contradicts to (26). Thus, the existence of nonoscillatory solution x(t) is ruled out, so 
sublinear equation (1) is oscillatory. | 
REMARK 1. Let a(t) - 1 and H(t, s) = (t - s) ~, a > 1. It is easy to see that H(t, s) satisfies all 
of (16)-(20). In this case, condition (26) becomes the familiar Kamenev's criterion (9). 
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COROLLARY 1. Let f and ~ satisfy (2) and (12). Then, condition (9) is sufficient for the 
oscillation of equation (1) with a(t) =_ 1. 
In fact, n in (9) also does not have to be an integer but any real number greater than 1. 
We now consider the situation when condition (26) fails. The following oscillation criterion 
holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let f and • satisfy (12), and f C C(R,R) A Cl( ( -oo,0)  U (0, OO)), such that 
• (x) > O, xf(x) > 0 for x # O. Let also a(t) satisfy 
limsup 1 i t  ds 
t-,co t Jto a-~ < oo. (33) 
Suppose that there exists a nonnegative kernel function H (t, s) satisfying (16)-(25) and there 
exists ¢ 6 C([t0, oo)), such that 
1 f( limsup __.===----= H(t, s)q(s) ds > ¢(r), (34) 
t~co H(t, r) 
for all r > to and 
/) sa(s) ds = o0, (35) 
where ¢+(r) = max{¢(r), 0}. Then, the sublinear equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 and return to estimate (31). Writing 7- for to 
and taking lim sup as t ~ oo in (31), we find by (23) and (34) that 
1 t 
¢(r) < limsup __-:v--~, f H(t, s)q(s)ds < a(r)z'(r). (36) 
- t-.oo H( t , r )  Jr 
On the other hand, multiplying (27) through by H(t, s) and integrating from to to t and by 
using (30), we have 
H(t, s ) ~ f  (x(s)) z'2(s) ds + H(t, s)q(s) ds 
(37) j[ a ( aH(t,s) ] 
<_H(t, to)[a(to)z'(to)+a(to)g2(x(to))A(t, to)]- z (s )~ s a(s) ds. 
We now claim that the limit of the ratio 
1 /iH(t's) a(s) -'(x(s)) z'2(s) ds (38) 
H(t, to) ~ J  
exists, possibly infinite, by showing that the ratio in (38) is nondecreasing in t. It suffices to show 
that 
0 /i H(t,s) a(s) f,(x(s))z,2(s)ds>O" (39) 
O-t H(t, to) "~ (x(s)) 
Since (a(s)/q2(x(s)))f'(x(s)) >_ O, the above is true provided that 
O g(t,s) H(t,s) {Oln(g(t,s)) Oln(H_~(t, to))~ 
Ot H(t, to-------~ = H(t, tom) _ Ot Ot J >- o. 
This then reduces to proving that Oln(H(t,s)) is nondecreasing in s. By (24), we interchange ot 
partial differential with respect o s and t and find by (25) that 
00ln(H(t ,s ) )_  0 [Oln(H___(t,s))] 
Os Ot Ot L Os J 
ot >o. 
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Thus, the limit of the expression i (38) exists. Now, dividing (37) through by H(t, to) and taking 
lim sup as t --~ c~, we obtain by (36) and in view of (20), 
1 H(t, "a(s)f' (x(s)) ,2, , -  ¢(t°) + limsuP H(t, s) -~- (~ z is)as 
<_ a(to)z'(to) + a(to)¢ (x(to) lim supA(t, to). 
t --* O0 
(40) 
Thus, the limit of the expression i  (38) must be finite and bounded by the constant. 
We now suppose that a(t)f'(x(t))z'2(t)/t~(x(t)) ~ Ll[to, c~). For any B > 0, there exists tl > to 
such that f~o(a(s)f'(x(s))z'2(s))/(k~(x(s)))ds >_ B for all t > tl. Observe that by (17) 
f~i a(s)f' (~(s)) z'2(s) 1 g(t, s) ds 
H(t, to) • (x(s)) 
1 t 
H(t,h) 
>_ B H(t, to)" 
(41) 
Thus, 
a(t) a(s) - a(t) t > t2. (46) 
Letting t ~ c~ in (41) and according to condition (22), there exists a constant bo > 0 such that 
lim 1 f£  s)a(s)f' (x(s))z'2(s) ds > Bbo > O. 
t~ g(t, to) H(t, ~ (x(s)) (42) 
Since B is arbitrary, (42) contradicts that the limit in (38) is finite so it must be the case that 
a(t)f'(x(t))z'2(t)/~(x(t)) e nl[to, c~). 
Let K0 = ftT(a(s)f'(x(s))z'2(s))/(~(x(s)))ds. By condition (12), there exists a positive con- 
stant 5 such that 
f '  (x(t)) f' (x(t)) z(t) > 5 -1, t > to. (43) 
ix(t)) ~ (x(t)) = ~ (x(t)~ - 
Using the Schwarz inequality, we find by (43) 
f£ k~ (x(s)) x'(s) ds 
(~(t)) - ~ (x(to)) = f (~(s)) 
(jQ ) U2 (~ i  ~ (x(s)) ds) l/2 (44) ' f '  (~(s)) a(s)za(s) ds f '  (x(s)) a(s) 
< • (x(s)) 
t )112 
_< X/~o5 (fro ¢ (x(S))a(s) ds 
If q(x(t))/a(t) c Ll[t0, c~), then from (44), we conclude that ¢ is a bounded function on [to, c~). 
Otherwise, there exists t2 > to such that 
1/2 (~(s)) 
(x(to)) _< V/-'~o5 a(s) ds] , t _> t2, 
so that from (43) and (44), it follows that 
• 1/2 
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Integrating the last inequality from t2 to t, gives 
(ft[ ~(x(s)) ) i /2  (ft l  2 ft[ ds a(s) ds - • (x(s)) ds) 1/2 < ~ a(s) 
a(s )  - " 
Also, by condition (33), there exists a constant L such that 
(47) 
By setting 
we obtain for t _> t 3 
L=sup l  [" ds 
~oY J~o a(s)" 
2 t2 ~ (x(s)) ds 
t3 = max t2, Lx/=~o5 ~(s) ' 
(48) 
(49) 
(ft i  ~(x(s)) ds) l/e < L~2 _ t+ ( f i2  ~2(x(s)) ds) 
<_ t 4- t3 < Lv/-KooSt. 
Then, from (45), it follows that 
1¢ (x(t)) I <_ Mlt 
for some constant M1 for all t >__ ta, and this also holds when ~(x(t))/a(t) E Ll[to, c~). 
From (45), (36), and (43), we obtain 
(50) 
(51) 
7a(7) dT < a(r) dT <_ M1 Z'2(T) dT (52) 
ds<M15[ (s))a(@ ( )ds=SM1Ko, (53) <_ M15f~°f'(~(s))a(s)za(s) °°y(x ~ a ~ z '~s 
.,t~ • (x(s)) - Jto ~(x(s)) 
which contradicts (35), so sublinear equation (1) is oscillatory and the proof is complete. 
EXAMPLE l. Consider the nonlinear differential equation 
(x2(t)x'(t))'+ ts int [Ix(t)[~+2sgnx + x3(t)] = 0, 
where 0 < a < 1. Then, for all x # 0, 
(54) 
• (x)>O, xf(x)>O, f '(x)=(a+2)lx[ ~+1+3x 2>0.  (55) 
First, for every x # 0, 
and 
f l~t du fl~I du Ix[ 1-~ ~(x)= > - JO+ u~+ u- Jo+ 2u~ 2(1 -a ) '  
f 
ill du 
• (x)= u" 
jO  + "Jf-U 
and therefore, for x¢0we have 
fro i d u I 
- +u  s+u-  2 (1 -c~) '  
if Ixl < 1, 
if Ix[ _> 1, 
(56) 
(57) 
. . . . .  f/(x) f'(x) mI ~(x) - -=  inf ~ ( x ) - - > - -  
2>0 ~(z )  2<0 ~(z )  - 
a+2 
2(1 - ~)" 
(5s) 
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Also, condition (33) is satisfied. Furthermore, let H(t, s) = (t - s) 2 for t > s > to for every 
T > to, we obtain 
lim sup 1 / t  t--*oo t ~ (t - s)2ssinsds = r cos~- sin~- >_ TCOST -- 2. (59) 
Now, set ¢(~-) = ~-cos~- - 2 and consider an integer N1 such that 2N17r - 7r/4 > max{t0,4V~}. 
Then, for all integers n > N1, we have 
r [ 7r] (60) ¢(T) >_ 2----~' for every T e 2nTr -- 4 '  2nTr + ~ . 
Which implies 
¢~_(s) ds > sds = c<~, (61) 
s - -  -8 J2n~r-Tr/4 r~=N1 
so conditions (34) and (35) are also fulfilled. Therefore, by Theorem 2, the differential equa- 
tion (54) under consideration is oscillatory for 0 < a < 1. However, the results of [20] fail since 
~(x(t))  ~ 1. 
Now, we state and prove oscillation criterion for the superlineax equation (1). 
THEOREM 3. Let f and k~ satisfy (14) and f e C(R ,R)  n Cl( ( -c~,0)  U (0, co)) such that 
~(x) > O, x f (x )  > 0 for x ¢ O. Suppose that (33) holds and there exists nonnegative kernel 
functions Hi(t, s) and H2(t, s) on D satisfying (16)-(23) such that 
l imsup . Hi(t, s)q(s) ds = oc 
t-.oQ H1(t, to) 
(62) 
and a/so 
l iminf 1 H2(t, s)q(s) ds > -oc .  
~-~o~ H2(t, to) 
Furthermore, if there exists a positive constant dl such that H2(t, s) satisfies in addition 
(63) 
(64) 
with dl < d, then the superlinear equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Since f and • satisfy (14), we can define wit ) = G(x(t)) for a nonoscillatory solution 
of the superlinear equation (1) x(t) which can be assumed to be positive on [to, c~) without loss 
of generality. Differentiating w and using (1), we obtain 
a(t) , 
(a(t)~'(t))' = q(t) + ~-~t ) )  I (~(t)) ~/2(t), t ___ to. (65) 
oo ' x s a s w'2 s ~ x s We consider two cases where fr  ( f  ( ( ) )  ( ) ( ))/( ( ( ) ) )  ds is finite or infinite. 
We now suppose that f '(x(t))a(t)w'2(t)/ ig(x(t)) E Ll[t0, c~). Multiplying (65) through by 
Hi(t, s) and integrating from to to t and applying integration by parts, we obtain 
I i  OHl(t, s) a(s)w'(s) ds -H1 (t, to)a(to)w'(to) - Os 
= H~(t,s)q(s)ds+ HKt, s) (x(s))a(s)wa(s) ds. 
~, (x(s)) 
(66) 
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Let K1 = fto(f'(x(s))a(s)w'2(s))/(k~(x(s)))ds an  using the Schwarz inequality and (14), we 
find 
f~i~ (~(s)) x'" " G (x(t)) = G (x(t0)) - 7 (x - -~ (s)ds 
(/i _< G(x(to)) -}- t f, (x(s))a(s)w,2(s)q2 (x(s)) ds) 1/2 f, q2(x(s))(x(S))a(s) ds) 1/2 (67) 
-< a (x(t°) + ~ ( f~2 a (x(s) ~s) 1/2 
As in the proof of Theorem 2 by similar arguments, we see that there exists a constant M2 
depending only on to such that 
G (x(t)) <_ M2t, (68) 
for all t _> to. 
We now return to (66) and integrate by parts to obtain 
t t 0 ) [G (x(to)) - G (x(s))] ds - ftoOHlo(--~ts'S)a(s)w'(s)ds=- fto-~s (a(s) OHlo(--ts 's) 
t 0 a(s) G(x(s)) ds 
< Ks as ) 
(69) 
t 0 a(s) as 
< M~ -~ Os ) 
OHl(t, s) ~--~o = -M2a(to) Os " 
Using (69) in (66) and dividing though by Hi(t, to), we find by (20) 
HI(t, to) Hi(t, s)q(s) ds < co. (70) 
Taking lira sup as t --~ co in (70), we obtain the desired contradiction to (62). This completes 
the proof in the case when f'(x(t))a(t)w'2(t)/qy(x(t)) e L 1 [to, co). 
Next, we shall consider the ease when f'(x(t))a(t)w'2(t)/q(x(t)) @ L1 [to, co). 
On this occasion, we multiply (65) by H2(t, s) and proceed to obtain a similar statement to (66) 
with H2(t, to) substituting for Hi(t, s) 
-H2(t, to)a(to)w'(to)- ~i OHiO''s) a(s)w'(s)ds 
(71) 
ftl ftl H2(t's)f' (x(s))a(s)w'2(s) ds" = H2 (t, s)q(s) ds + qg (x(s)) 
We claim that for any chosen 0 < A < 1, such that dlA -1 < d (this is possible since dl < d), 
there exists a sequence {tn}, tn ~ co, satisfying 
t~ s" f' ix(s)) a(s)w'2(s) 1 t~ 
fto H2(tn, ) -~ix- ~ ds >--f  fti OH2~s'~'S) a(s)w'(s)ds. (72) 
Using this in (71), we have that 
J i" ~i ~ f' (x(s))a(s)w'2(s) ds. (73) 
- H2(t~, s)q(s) ds-H2(t,~, to)a(to)w'(to) > (l -A)  H2(tn, s) q2 (x(s)) 
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Since f'(x(t))a(t)w'2(t)/~(x(t)) q~ Ll[to, oc), we note from 
j l  ~ fti~OH2(t'~'s)(ft]f'(x(~-))a('r)wa('r)d~)ds (74) H2(t~, s) f' (x(s)) a(s)wa(s) ds = - 
(x(s)) o~ ~ (x(~)) 
and (20) that 
fto H2(t,, s) f' (x(s)) a(s)w'2(s) ds = oo. (75) 
t. ~ H2(t.,to) ~ (x(s)) 
Applying (75) to (73) and since 0 <2 A < 1, we obtain 
lim 1 f£~ ,~-~o~ H2(t~, to) H2(tm s)q(s) ds = -c% (76) 
which contradicts (63). Thus, it remains to prove that (72) is satisfied. Suppose that no such 
sequence {t~} exists; then there must exist g _> to so that for all t >__ t, we have 
2 H2(t,s) f' (x(s))a(s)w'2(s) ds < 1 0 ,S) a(s)w,(s)ds" (77) (~(s)) - -~  
On the other hand, we observe that 
0~ ] a(x(s)) ds 
(78) 
OH2(t, s) r* OH2(t, s) 
= -a( t0 )  c (z(to)) - / a(s)w'(s) ds. Os Os $~f;o Yto 
Denote 
l~(t) = H2(t,s) ff (x(s)) a(s)w'2(s) 0H2(t,s) G (x(to)) a(to). (79) (x(s)) ds, No(t) = Os 
By using Schwarz inequality, (78) and (64), we derive that 
J l  OHm, S) a(s)w,(s)ds 2
( f£ f'(x(s))a(s)w'2(S) ds) ( f£  0 (a(s) OH2(t,s)) f' ds) 
<__ dl H2(t, s) ~ (x(s)) -~s (x(s)) (80) 
t o a(s) a (x (s ) )  ds <- d-l dl#(t) Os Os 
{ J :  OH2(t'S)a(s)w'(s)ds} " <<. d-ldll~(t) No(t)- Os 
Using (77) in (80), we have 
(1 d-~dl)lJtiOH20@'S)a(s)w'(s)dsl<_~-~-No(t). (81) 
Combining (81) and (77), we find 
( ~ )ftl ' d-ldl OH2(t's) 1 d dl H2(t,s) f (x(s))a(s)wa(s) ds < • (x(s)) - 12 Os ~=to a (z(to)). (82) 
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Finally, dividing (82) by H2(t, to), using (20), and taking lim sup as t ~ oo produces a desired 
contradiction to (75) which completes the proof of Theorem 3. | 
REMARK 2. Let a(t) = 1 and qZ(x) -= 1. If we choose Hi(t ,  s) = (t - s) ~ and H2(t, s) = (t - s) ~ 
for c~ > 1, ,t3 > 1, then Theorem 3 extends the osci l lat ion result  of [26] for the superl inear 
equat ion (11). 
REMARK 3. Although the conditions on q given in Theorem 3.2 in [23] depend on both a and H, 
they just depend on H in Theorem 3. Indeed in [23], Manojlovic's result requires 
limsup~ ~ q(7)d~- ds = ~ (83) 
t--*oo J to 
instead of (62) for the superlinear equation (1). 
REMARK 4. Let a(t) ~ 1 and choose Hi(t ,  s) = (t - s) 2. By using both integration by parts 
and Schwarz inequality, it is easy to see that condition (62) is weaker than (83). Thus, for 
equation (11), Theorem 3 contains weaker conditions than those of Theorem 3.2 in [23] and 
Theorem 2 in [21]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the nonlinear differential equation 
(V~x 2m (t )x ' ( t ) ) '  + [At'~-I (2 -- cos t) -t- t "~ sin t] [x(t) l ~ sgn x( t )  = O, t > o, (84) 
wheremEN,  )~¢R +,andaER + such that 1<a<4m+2.  
Observe that ~(x) = x2m, f (x )  -~ ]xlasgnx and for all x ~ 0, ~(x) > 0, xf (x )  > 0 and 
f ' (x )  = a]z] ~-1 > 0 and d = a / (a  - 2m - 1) > 1 for all m • N. Also condition (33) is satisfied. 
By taking Hi(t ,  s) = H2(t, S) = (v~-  v/~) 2, conditions (62)-(64) are satisfied for A > 0. Finally, 
to ensure the assumption d1 < d, it has to be a < 4m ÷ 2. Therefore, equation (84) is oscillatory. 
Note that Theorem 3.2 of [23] only applied to the case ;~ > 1/2, but for the case 0 < )~ < 1/2, it 
remains open, this implies that our results are sharp. 
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